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DISCLAIMER
Some images in this brochure feature auxiliary items 
such as weight plates and Olympic bars etc. which are 
for illustrative purposes only, and are not included 
with the product.

CONTACT
WEB: www.exigo-uk.com 

SALES: 0870 850 1822

INT’L: +44 (0) 1706 633 560

EMAIL: sales@exigo-uk.com
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CERTIFICATIONS
Exigo has attained ISO 9001:2015 for quality management standards, and 
our products are fully compliant with the current EN 957 and EN ISO 20957 
Stationary Training Equipment standards. 

Exigo are also an accredited CHAS Contractor. The industry-leading  
health & safety contractor certification in the UK.

ABOUT US
Established in 1995 by Founder and Managing Director Darren Golden, Exigo is the largest 
commercial gym equipment manufacturer in the UK and are recognised as a major source 
of quality products within the fitness industry. In more than 20 countries worldwide and an 
unrivalled product portfolio across Strength, Functional and Boxing.

ESTABLISHED

1995
MANUFACTURING FACILITY

30 000ft2

PRODUCTS

+300
COUNTRIES

+20
R&D FACILITY

5000ft2
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OUR MISSION
We aim to provide a source of quality products and 
services that meet or exceed your expectations. 
You will find Exigo to be among the leading 
suppliers of products, support and services 
available in the industry today, yet you will not 
find us the most expensive. More of what you 
want for much less than you would expect to pay.

We recruit the very best welders and fabricators 
and provide genuine opportunities for them 
to develop their skills and move on within the 
business. As part of our commitment to quality, 
all Exigo products are supported by an industry 
leading lifetime frame and weld guarantee.

MADE IN BRITAIN
Exigo is renowned for manufacturing gym equipment and our commitment to 
excellence. We own our own product design, testing and manufacturing facility 
based in the UK, and are in full control of our own production and processes. 

BRITISH STEEL
All Exigo products are produced 
with British Steel. Our 100x50x3 
ERW flat sided oval, is produced 
in the UK to BSEN 10305-3:2010 
specification.

QUALITY CONTROL
Our products are subject to rigorous 
in house testing, ensuring they 
are fit for purpose to meet the 
demands and expectations of our 
customers.

BUILT TO LAST
At Exigo we understand purchasing 
gym equipment is a big investment, 
therefore all our products are built 
to last and are backed by an in-
dustry leading main frame lifetime 
warranty.

CONTINUAL DEVELOPMENT
We are constantly creating and 
developing. Our culture of continuous 
improvement, innovation and learning 
permeates the entire organisation and 
means that we never stand still.

sales@exigo-uk.com   |   +44 (0) 1706 633 560   
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Through third party 
supplier agreements 
we are now able 
to reduce our lead 
times down to a 
maximum of 7 days 
for any materials 
required.

// 01
JUST IN TIME 
COMPONENTS

Using our bespoke 
production planning 
system, work can be 
accurately scheduled 
and all components 
are picked on 
demand.

The first stage of 
manufacturing 
requires us to bend 
and manipulate steel 
using one of our four 
CNC tube bending 
machines. 

Our team of highly 
skilled welders can 
then assemble and 
weld all parts using 
MIG welding.

// 02 // 03 // 04
PICK 
COMPONENTS

TUBE
MANIPULATION

MIG
WELDING

DESIGN. 
MANUFACTURE. 
INSTALLATION. 
The ability to control our manufacturing processes, means that we can 
design and custom-build commercial gym equipment to a level that our 
customers tell us is unrivalled in the industry.

Products then 
go through a two 
stage cleaning 
and phosphate 
treatment process, 
before a polyester 
powder coat is 
applied.

// 05
POLYESTER
POWDER COAT

Exigo products are 
pre-assembled and 
inspected prior 
to packing and 
despatch. 

Exigo products ship 
flat packed, the 
appropriate packaging 
not only ensures your 
goods arrive safely and 
securely but can also 
help to reduce shipping 
and transport costs.

Our experienced 
installation team is 
dedicated to providing 
an excellent service 
and will ensure your 
install runs smoothly 
and your equipment is 
set up correctly.

// 06 // 07 // 08
ASSEMBLY &
INSPECTION

FLAT
PACKED

DELIVERY & 
INSTALLATION
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SKU: E80-1830-MG

UPRIGHTS: 80x80x3 mm

LENGTH: 3667 mm (145 ’’)

WIDTH: 1882 mm (74 ’’)

HEIGHT: 2435 mm (96 ’’)

PULL-UP OPTIONS: YES

NUMBERED HOLES: YES

WESTSIDE HOLE  
SPACING: YES

SKU: E80-1820-MG

UPRIGHTS: 80x80x3 mm

LENGTH: 2380 mm (94 ’’)

WIDTH: 1882 mm (74 ’’)

HEIGHT: 2435 mm (96 ’’)

PULL-UP OPTIONS: YES

NUMBERED HOLES: YES

WESTSIDE HOLE  
SPACING: YES

SKU: E80-1815

UPRIGHTS: 80x80x3 mm

LENGTH: 1877 mm (74 ’’)

WIDTH: 1862 mm (74 ’’)

HEIGHT: 2046 mm (81 ’’)

PULL-UP OPTIONS: NO

NUMBERED HOLES: NO

WESTSIDE HOLE  
SPACING: NO

SKU: E80-1810-MG

UPRIGHTS: 80x80x3 mm

LENGTH: 2049 mm (81 ’’)

WIDTH: 1882 mm (74 ’’)

HEIGHT: 2435 mm (96 ’’)

PULL-UP OPTIONS: YES

NUMBERED HOLES: YES

WESTSIDE HOLE  
SPACING: YES

SKU: E80-180-MG

UPRIGHTS: 80x80x3 mm

LENGTH: 1408 mm (56 ’’)

WIDTH: 1882 mm (74 ’’)

HEIGHT: 2435 mm (96 ’’)

PULL-UP OPTIONS: YES

NUMBERED HOLES: YES

WESTSIDE HOLE  
SPACING: YES

SKU: E80-1800

UPRIGHTS: 80x80x3 mm

LENGTH: 1387 mm (55 ’’)

WIDTH: 1426 mm (56 ’’)

HEIGHT: 1955 mm (77 ’’)

PULL-UP OPTIONS: NO

NUMBERED HOLES: YES

WESTSIDE HOLE  
SPACING: YES

EXIGO E80 ELITE  
SQUAT STANDS

EXIGO E80 ELITE  
HALF RACK

EXIGO E80 ELITE  
POWER RACK

EXIGO E80 ELITE  
SQUAT RACK

EXIGO E80 ELITE  
DUAL HALF RACK

EXIGO E80 ELITE  
DUAL POWER RACK

E80 ELITE RACKS
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LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

1590 mm
(63 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2811 mm
(111 ’’)

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

1408 mm
(56 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2363 mm
(93 ’’)

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

1408 mm
(56 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2363 mm
(93 ’’)

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

1408 mm
(56 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2435 mm
(96 ’’)

The Exigo E80 Elite Half Rack has 4 pull-up options and includes J-Hooks, Safety Spot Arms, Band Pegs, Weight 
Horns, and Bar Storage as standard. The Half Rack is an optimised solution that offers a smaller footprint in 
comparison to a full Power Rack and provides an open front design to give users complete freedom and flexibility. It 
is designed to meet the demands of busy commercial gyms or professional facilities and is made with 80x80x3mm 
steel uprights that feature laser-cut numbering for quick and easy reference along with 25mm (1’) westside hole 
spacing for precise adjustments. Enhance the base unit with a selection of attachments and custom colours to 
create a personalised set-up.

EXIGO E80 ELITE HALF RACK

E80 ELITE RACKS

MULTI BALL GRIP PULL-UP BAR

ANGLED PULL-UP BAR

ADJUSTABLE PULL-UP HANDLES

45 DEGREE WING

E80-1805-MG

E80-1805-AG

E80-1805-AH

E80-1805-WG

PULL-UP OPTIONS

Weight plates and bars are for illustrative purposes 
only and not included with the product.
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The Exigo E80 Elite Power Rack has 4 pull-up options and includes J-Hooks, Internal Safety Spot Arms, Band Pegs, 
Weight Horns, and Bar Storage as standard. This rack offers a completely enclosed lifting area to fully support the 
user and is designed to meet the demands of busy commercial gyms and professional facilities. It is made with 
80x80x3mm steel uprights that feature laser-cut numbering for quick and easy reference along with 25mm (1’) 
westside hole spacing for precise adjustments. Enhance the base unit with a selection of attachments and custom 
colours to create a personalised set-up.

EXIGO E80 ELITE POWER RACK

E80 ELITE RACKS

MULTI BALL GRIP PULL-UP BAR

ANGLED PULL-UP BAR

ADJUSTABLE PULL-UP HANDLES

45 DEGREE WING

E80-1810-MG

E80-1810-AG

E80-1810-AH

E80-1810-WG

PULL-UP OPTIONS

Weight plates and bars are for illustrative purposes 
only and not included with the product.

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

2389 mm
(94 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2810 mm
(111 ’’)

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

2049 mm
(81 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2363 mm
(93 ’’)

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

2049 mm
(81 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2363 mm
(93 ’’)

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

2049 mm
(81 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2435 mm
(96 ’’)
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LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

1877 mm
(74 ’’)

1862 mm
(74 ’’)

2046 mm
(81 ’’)

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

1387 mm
(55 ’’)

1426 mm
(56 ’’)

1955 mm
(77 ’’)

E80-1815
EXIGO E80 ELITE SQUAT RACK

The Exigo E80 Elite Squat Rack is an impressive station ideal for safely performing 
a variety of weightlifting exercises. It features a 6-position chrome bar catcher 
for holding the bar between sets and provides a substantial lifting area with large 
safety arms for an increased range of movement. Weight Horns and Bar Holders 
are included as standard to keep your training space safe and tidy. This rack is 
made with 80x80x3mm steel uprights to meet the demands of commercial gyms 
or professional facilities. 

EXIGO E80 ELITE SQUAT STANDS

E80 ELITE RACKS

Weight plates and bars are for illustrative purposes only and not included with the product.

E80-1800

The Exigo E80 Elite Squat Stands include J-Hooks, Safety Spot Arms, Band Pegs, 
and Bar Storage as standard. This rack is a versatile solution for performing various 
weightlifting exercises and is designed to meet the demands of busy commercial 
gyms or professional facilities. It is made with 80x80x3mm steel uprights that 
feature laser-cut numbering for quick and easy reference along with 25mm (1’) 
westside hole spacing for precise adjustments.

Weight plates and bars are for illustrative purposes only and not included with the product.
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The Exigo E80 Elite Dual Half Rack maximises floor space and provides back-to-back training stations. 
As standard this rack includes a Multi Ball Grip Pull-Up Bar, as well as a choice of 4 pull-up options on the 
opposite side, 2 pairs of J-Hooks, 2 pairs of Safety Spot Arms, Band Pegs, and shared weight plate storage. 
It is designed to meet the demands of busy commercial gyms or professional facilities and is made with 
80x80x3mm steel uprights that feature laser-cut numbering for quick and easy reference along with 25mm 
(1’) westside hole spacing for precise adjustments. Enhance the base unit with a selection of attachments 
and custom colours to create a personalised set-up.

EXIGO E80 ELITE DUAL HALF RACK

E80 ELITE RACKS

MULTI BALL GRIP PULL-UP BAR

ANGLED PULL-UP BAR

ADJUSTABLE PULL-UP HANDLES

45 DEGREE WING

E80-1820-MG

E80-1820-AG

E80-1820-AH

E80-1820-WG

PULL-UP OPTIONS

Weight plates and bars are for illustrative purposes 
only and not included with the product.

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

2563 mm
(101 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2811 mm
(111 ’’)

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

2380 mm
(94 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2435 mm
(96 ’’)

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

2380 mm
(94 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2435 mm
(96 ’’)

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

2380 mm
(94 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2435 mm
(96 ’’)
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The Exigo E80 Elite Power/Half Rack is a combination of an E80 Elite Power Rack and E80 Elite Half Rack to 
maximise floor space and to provide back-to-back training stations. As standard this rack includes a Multi 
Ball Grip Pull-Up Bar on the Half Rack, and a choice of 4 pull-up options on the Power Rack. Also included 
are 2 pairs of J-Hooks, a pair of Safety Spot Arms and Internal Safety Spot Arms, Band Pegs, and weight 
plate storage. It is designed to meet the demands of busy commercial gyms or professional facilities and is 
made with 80x80x3mm steel uprights that feature laser-cut numbering for quick and easy reference along 
with 25mm (1’) westside hole spacing for precise adjustments. Enhance the base unit with a selection of 
attachments and custom colours to create a personalised set-up.   

EXIGO E80 ELITE POWER/HALF RACK

E80 ELITE RACKS

MULTI BALL GRIP PULL-UP BAR

ANGLED PULL-UP BAR

ADJUSTABLE PULL-UP HANDLES

45 DEGREE WING

E80-1825-MG

E80-1825-AG

E80-1825-AH

E80-1825-WG

PULL-UP OPTIONS

Weight plates and bars are for illustrative purposes 
only and not included with the product.

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

3363 mm
(133 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2811 mm
(111 ’’)

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

3024 mm
(119 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2435 mm
(96 ’’)

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

3024 mm
(119 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2435 mm
(96 ’’)

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

3024 mm
(119 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2435 mm
(96 ’’)
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The Exigo E80 Elite Dual Power Rack maximises floor space and provides back-to-back training stations. 
As standard this rack includes a Multi Ball Grip Pull-Up Bar, as well as a choice of 4 pull-up options on the 
opposite side, 2 pairs of J-Hooks, 2 pairs of Internal Safety Spot Arms, Band Pegs, and shared weight plate 
storage. It is designed to meet the demands of busy commercial gyms or professional facilities and is 
made with 80x80x3mm steel uprights that feature laser-cut numbering for quick and easy reference along 
with 25mm (1’) westside hole spacing for precise adjustments. Enhance the base unit with a selection of 
attachments and custom colours to create a personalised set-up.

EXIGO E80 ELITE DUAL POWER RACK

E80 ELITE RACKS

MULTI BALL GRIP PULL-UP BAR

ANGLED PULL-UP BAR

ADJUSTABLE PULL-UP HANDLES

45 DEGREE WING

E80-1830-MG

E80-1830-AG

E80-1830-AH

E80-1830-WG

PULL-UP OPTIONS

Weight plates and bars are for illustrative purposes 
only and not included with the product.

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

4006 mm
(158 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2811 mm
(111 ’’)

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

3667 mm
(145 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2435 mm
(96 ’’)

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

3667 mm
(145 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2435 mm
(96 ’’)

LENGTH 
mm (inch)

WIDTH 
mm (inch)

HEIGHT 
mm (inch)

3667 mm
(145 ’’)

1882 mm
(74 ’’)

2435 mm
(96 ’’)
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ATTACHMENTS

ATTACHMENTS

5

3

1

4

10

9

11

6

2

12

7 8

Included

A pull-up bar is included as standard 
with 4 pull-up options to choose 
from.

1 PULL-UP BAR
A-1585

Add the Branding Plate to include 
your brand logo or tag line on your 
E80 Rack.

2 BRANDING PLATE
Included

Included as standard and are easily 
positioned at any height to safely 
hold your bar between sets. Our 
J-Hooks are lined with a plastic core 
for ultimate barbell protection.

3 J-HOOKS

A-1715

Protects gym flooring and allows 
lifting outside of the rack. Include 
your brand logo or tag line on the 
oak centre to add a personal touch. 

4 1.5M INTEGRATED PLATFORM
A-1515

Allows rotational exercises or 
presses and easily folds away when 
not in use. A must have to maximise 
your training regime. 

5 LANDMINE
A-1530

The Single Loop provides a solid 
anchor point for a battle rope or 
resistance band.

6 SINGLE LOOP

Included

2 Bar Holders are included on all  
E80 Elite Racks to provide easy 
access to bars and to keep your 
training space safe and tidy.

7 BAR HOLDERS
Included

3 Lower Band Pegs are included as 
standard on both sides of the rack to 
provide multiple attachment points 
for resistance bands.

8 LOWER BAND PEGS
Included

A pair of Safety Spot Arms are 
included as standard to enhance user 
safety and prevent damage to your 
equipment and gym floor. 

9 SAFETY SPOT ARMS

A-1740

The Dip Attachment can be easily 
positioned at any height to perform 
dips or leg raises.

10 DIP ATTACHMENT
Included

Multiple weight horns are included 
as standard to provide easy access 
to weight plates and to keep your 
training space safe and tidy.

11 WEIGHT HORNS
Included

Included as standard on both sides 
of the rack to provide an attachment 
points for resistance bands.

12 UPPER BAND PEG
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PRODUCTSKU

LANDMINE

SINGLE LOOP

HIGH LOW PULLEY ATTACHMENT

BAR STORAGE HOOK

BAR STORAGE HOLDER

CHALK BOWL

BRANDING PLATE

TARGET BOARD

STORAGE HOOKS

BOLT ON WEIGHT HORN (2” Dia x 325mm)

BOLT ON WEIGHT HORN (2” Dia x 175mm)

E80 ELITE HALF RACK 1.5M INTEGRATED OAK PLATFORM 

E80 ELITE HALF RACK 1M INTEGRATED OAK PLATFORM 

E80 ELITE POWER RACK 1.5M INTEGRATED OAK PLATFORM

E80 ELITE POWER RACK 1M INTEGRATED OAK PLATFORM

E80 ELITE SAFETY SPOT ARMS (PAIR)

E80 ELITE DIP ATTACHMENT

E80 ELITE HIP THRUST PAD

E80 ELITE SINGLE LEG SQUAT PAD

E80 ELITE ANGLED PULL-UP BAR

E80 ELITE MULTI BALL GRIP PULL-UP BAR

E80 ELITE ADJUSTABLE PULL-UP HANDLES

E80 ELITE 45 DEGREE WING

2X1M OAK INSERT 30MM

2X1M OAK INSERT 40MM

A-1515

A-1530

A-1545

A-1570

A-1575

A-1580

A-1585

A-1615

A-1655

A-1700

A-1701

A-1715

A-1720

A-1725

A-1730

A-1735

A-1740

A-1745

A-1750

A-1755

A-1760

A-1765

A-1770

2281

2282

ATTACHMENTS

EXIGO-UK.COM   |   31ATTACHMENTS
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WARRANTY

BOXING EQUIPMENT.All Exigo products are warrantied to be free from defects in materials 
and workmanship. Exigo warrants to the original purchaser of all 
new equipment purchased from an Exigo authorized dealer or from 
an Exigo manufacturing contractor or directly from Exigo, that these 
products be warrantied under normal use and used in a manner in 
which the product(s) was specifically designed for, used as intended 
and in areas designed suitable for that use and service. The shipping 
of parts replaced or product replaced under warranty to be  
determined by Exigo. Parts replaced under warranty carry the  
original remaining warranty period or 90 days whichever is longer.

Strength, Selectorized, Plate Loaded, Olympic Stations, Strength 
and conditioning / Storage, Functional Range and Attachments.

GENERAL WARRANTIES.

Main Frame, Structural Steel and Welds.

Boxing Ring, Main Frame

LIFETIME WARRANTY.

FIVE YEAR WARRANTY.

Linear Bearings, Linear Shafts , Bronze Bushings, Sealed Rotating 
Bearings and Pulley Wheel, Top Plate, Weight Plates, Selector Shaft, 
Weight Stack Guide Rods and Pulley Wheel Housings. Lifting Rack 
Attachments, Functional Rig Attachments and all Rack  
Attachments in Olympic Series.

Canvas Skirts, Corner Pads , All Consumables, 
Steel Works (Brackets)

TWO YEAR WARRANTY.

ONE YEAR WARRANTY.

Spring Loaded Pins, Selector Pin Cables and Cable Parts, Handles, 
End Caps, Rubber lifting Mats (within Integrated Lifting Platforms, 
Rubber Surface Tiles, Oak Centres and Lifting Platform Underboards 
and all other components not mentioned elsewhere in this warranty.

Punch Bags , Gloves & Mitts, Ring Boards, Ropes, Tensioners

ONE YEAR WARRANTY.

180 DAY WARRANTY.

Normal parts of wear including but not limited to Labels, 
Upholstered Pads, Excluding Wear, Wraps and Embroidery.

Underlay

180 DAY WARRANTY.

90 DAY WARRANTY.

OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT.

Main Frame, Structural Steel and Welds (excluding coatings) 
against structural failure due to corrosion or defects in work-
manship

FIVE YEAR WARRANTY.

Linear Bearings, Linear Shafts , Bronze Bushings
ONE YEAR WARRANTY.

Spring Loaded Pins, Selector Pin Cables and Cable Parts, 
Handles, End Caps

90 DAY WARRANTY.

Normal parts of wear including but not limited to Labels, 
Upholstered Pads, Excluding Wear, Wraps and Embroidery.

30 DAY WARRANTY.

Exigo have no liability nor shall this limited warranty apply with respect to: 

EXCLUSIONS, OMISSIONS & INDEMNITY.

Exgo shall not be liable for any special, incidental contingent, consequential damages or otherwise arising out of or in connection with a claim 
for any economic losses including but not limited to damage of loss of property or equipment and loss profits and revenue , loss of goodwill or 
reputation, anticipated or otherwise. Exigo aggregate liability for loss or damage shall in any event be limited to a sum equal to the amount 
paid for the products in one instance.

Exigo reserve the right under any claim to repair or replace the product as they deem fit and may elect.

Products not manufactured by Exigo or by an authorized Exigo manufacturing contractor.
Products which have been altered without express written consent from Exigo
Products purchased other than directly from Exigo or through an authorized Exigo dealer
Defective coatings caused by environmental conditions including but not limited to climate conditions, cleaning materials and lubricants 
not specified by Exigo and moisture or humidity including perspiration.
The defect occurs as a result of use other than fair wear and tear, wilful or negligent damage or the use of the  
product other than the purpose for which it is intended.
Products not maintained in compliance with Exigo  
specifications shown in the relevant owner’s manual and on product labels. Unreadable or altered serial tag.
Mounting surface or substrate mounting of Exigo wall mounted units, sections or attachments. Exigo is expressly
indemnified against selection of; or use of fixings for wall units or attachment to or fixing to inappropriate or 
inadequate surface mounting points.

a.
b.
c.
d.

e.

f.

g.

COLOUR OPTIONS

BLACK TEXTURE
9005

RED
3002

IODINE 
MW630E

ORANGE 
2004

SLATE GREY 
MWOO9E

YELLOW
1021

SILVER 
MW109D

LIME
383C

STANDARD FRAME COLOURS 

WHITE 
9016

GREEN 
6018

TELEMAGENTA
4010

BLUE
5002

PURPLE
4006

LIGHT BLUE
5012

BLACK TEXTURE
9005

THORIUM 
MW332E

RED TEXTURE
3002

ORANGE TEXTURE 
2004

TEXTURED FRAME COLOURS 

YELLOW TEXTURE 
1021

BLUE TEXTURE
5002

BLACK
SIN10019

SAGE
SIN02156

GREY 
SIN03797

RED 
SIN03798

CREAM
SIN03789

WINE
SIN03794

BROWN 
SIN03788

CERISE
SIN02838

STANDARD UPHOLSTERY COLOURS 

TAN 
SIN03

AMETHYST 
SIN02211

SAND
SIN02157

MID GREEN
SIN03799

CHAMPAGNE
SIN03793

BOTTLE GREEN
SIN03790

NAVY
SIN03795

STEEL BLUE 
SIN03796

ORANGE
DEL23427

LIME
DEL23428

/ 04/ 03/ 02
PRIMARY  
COLOUR
Choose the primary colour 
of your equipment, this is 
applied to the the uprights.

/ 01
SECONDARY  
COLOUR
Choose the secondary 
colour of your equipment, 
this is applied to grip 
points, joining sections 
and attachments.

UPHOLSTERY  
COLOUR
Choose the upholstery 
colour for your equipment 
if applicable.

CUSTOM  
BRANDING
Add your gym, team or
organisation logo to your 
equipment.

Actual upholstery colours may vary slightly from visuals.  Other colours available on request. 

COLOUR MATCH EXISTING EQUIPMENT
In addition to our standard frame colours, we’re able to match your existing equipment or specific RAL/Pantone colour. 
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